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HotzTran Update
Running HotzTran on a Unix Platform

and
Updates to the Program

1. Running HotzTran on Unix Platforms

For those wanting to use HotzTran on a SSC SUN platform at UCLA—or for those who
have downloaded and compiled the source code from the web1—you either issue the command:

htran.sun

for the regular-size version of HotzTran or:

htran.sun.big

if you need a bigger version for larger data sets. Upon invoking either of these commands, you will
see the following:

     WELCOME TO UNIX(tm) HOTZTRAN

     Version as of October 1998

     COPYRIGHT (C) 1985, 1998 by Robert Avery and V. Joseph Hotz

     Enter the file status (old or new) and file name for each of the files
     to be used in response to the following prompts.  Use the format
     A3,1X,A40.

     Input File =>

At the “Input File =>” prompt, one needs to enter information about the file containing the
INPUT commands that HotzTran will process. In particular, one enters “old” because the input file
must already exist, followed by the name of the file, such as “htran.inp”.  A copy of a sample
version of this input file is provided on the website.

One next sees the following prompt:

      Data  File =>

                                                
1 You can find the source code, User’s Manual, and a sample HotzTran run on the website:

http://www.econ.ucla.edu/hotz/.

under “Econometric Software Available.”
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At the “Data  File =>” prompt, one needs to enter information about the file containing the
DATA that HotzTran will process. In particular, one enters “old” because the data file must al-
ready exist followed by the name of the file, such as “htran.dat”.  When first starting with
HotzTran, one needs to enter an ASCII or TEXT file containing the data in the FORMAT specified
in the INPUT file. A copy of a sample version of the data file that corresponds to the sample input
file is provided on the website.

One next sees the following prompt:

      Print File =>

At the “Print File =>” prompt, one needs to enter information about the file into which the
output of HotzTran will be PRINTED. If this is to be a NEW file, i.e., a file that is not already on
created, one enters “new”. If the file already exists and you wish to write over it, one can enter
“old”. One next enters the name of the file, such as “htran.pri”.  A copy of a sample version
of this print file is provided on the website.

One next sees the following prompt:

      Punch File =>

At the “Punch File =>” prompt, one needs to enter information about the file into which the
intermediate and final set of coefficient or parameter estimates will be printed, or PUNCHED.
Again, if this is to be a NEW file, i.e., a file that is not already on created, one enters “new”. If the
file already exists and you wish to write over it, one can enter “old”. One next enters the name of
the PUNCH file, such as “htran.pun”.  A copy of a sample version of this punch file is provided
on the website.

One next sees the following prompt:

      Save  File =>

At the “Save File =>” prompt, one needs to enter information about the file into which a BI-
NARY version of the data will be SAVED, IF this is requested in the INPUT file. If this is to be a
NEW file, i.e., a file that is not already on created, one enters “new”. If the file already exists and
you wish to write over it, one can enter “old”. One next enters the name of the SAVE file, such as
“htran.sav”.  If a SAVE file is created, one can use this file as the DATA file in subsequent
runs, so long as one specifies in the INPUT file that the DATA file will be in BINARY format. (See
the HotzTran Manual for the appropriate INPUT commands for using BINARY data files.)

Finally, one sees the following prompt:

      Is the data file formatted (YES/NO)? =>

This command is to be answered “yes” if one’s data file is an ASCII or TEXT file and “no” if data
file being used is in BINARY format.
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After these commands have been entered, HotzTran will execute the INPUT file and create the
PRINT, PUNCH and, if requested, the SAVE files.

It is generally easier when running HotzTran to create a file with these responses in a file,
“htran.run”, say, and direct the program to this file via “standard in.” For the example being
used here, this RUN file would have the following lines in it:

old htran.inp
old htran.dat
new htran.pri
new htran.pun
new htran.sav
yes

To exploit this way of invoking HotzTran, one issues the following commands:

htran.sun.big <htran.run >&htran.log &

to invoke a BATCH run, where the output which would normally come to one’s screen goes into
the file “htran.log”.

One Final Note: The HotzTran Program is “case-sensitive” when providing it with
input commands. The current code is setup so that all input commands documented in
the HotzTran Manual should be entered with LOWERCASE LETTERS and char-
acters and NOT UPPERCASE LETTERS as described in the manual.
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2. New Features in HotzTran

2.1 The DOWNHILL SIMPLEX Optimizer in HotzTran:

The SIMPLEX method of Optimization is available in HotzTran. Using this method in
HotzTran may be particularly useful when you don’t have a good idea about starting values for pa-
rameters.

Contained in HotzTran is a new subroutine called amoeba. This routine minimizes the func-
tion F0(XSIMP) where XSIMP is the NSIMP x 1 vector of parameters, by a downhill simplex
method of Nelder and Mead. It uses, within the routine, the matrix PSIMP whose NSIMP+1 rows
are NSIMP-dimensional vectors that are vertices of the starting simplex. [The dimensions of PSIMP
are PSIMP(NSIMP+1,NSIMP).] The routine also makes use of the vector YSIMP, which is of
length NSIMP+1, whose components must be initialized to the values of F0 evaluated at the
NSIMP+1 vertices (rows) of PSIMP. Within the routine, it uses FTOL, the fractional convergence
tolerance to be achieved in the function value and the variable STPSIM which is the initial step size
used to calculate the SIMPLEX from an initial set of starting values. On output, PSIMP and YSIMP
will have been reset to NSIMP+1 new points all within FTOL of a minimum function value, and
ITER gives the number of iterations taken.

This algorithm is a modified version of the Downhill Simplex Method algorithm found in
“Numerical Recipes,” pp. 289-293. It was originally developed by Nelder and Mead, 1965, Com-
puter Journal, Vol. 7, p. 308.

To make use of the Simplex Method in estimation within HotzTran, several new options
have been created. All of these options are to be used on the MASTER CONTROL CARD in a
HotzTran INPUT FILE. The following are new options:

estima = 8 or 9 (Additional values for the option estima)

While the estima is an existing option, it now has two new options. If estima = 8, the pro-
gram will ONLY use the Downhill Simplex Optimizer. If estima = 9, the program will first
use the Downhill Simplex Optimizer and then automatically go into the Fletcher Powell
Optimizer. The latter option thus will enable one, in one run, to use the Simplex Optimizer
to get one good starting values and then continue with a gradient-based method while the
former option just uses the Simplex Optimizer to get good starting values and then stops.

slamb = number (entered in Fortran real*8 form)

This number is the initial step size used to construct the simplex. It can be either a positive
or negative number. The program constructs a tetrahydron by adding the value of slamb to
each of the scaled (if scale=0) or unscaled (if scale=1) coefficients to construct the tetrahy-
dron. It may be useful when trying out different starting values for this method to vary slamb
(in absolute value and in sign) to search over the estimation surface. The DEFAULT is
slamb = 1.0.
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ssimp = 0,1, or 2.

This integer controls whether the program writes the intermediate values of the full parame-
ter vector associated with the best vertex on the simplex to the usual punch file. If ssimp = 0,
it DOES NOT write out the intermediate values at any iteration. If ssimp = 1, it writes the
coefficients at the FINAL Iteration. If ssimp = 2, the program writes out the coefficients at
each iteration. The DEFAULT is ssimp=0.

gtol = number

Again, this is an existing option on the MASTER CONTROL CARD, namely the tolerance
for the size of the largest gradient when using either the Steepest Descent or Fletcher-Powell
Methods in HotzTran. When using the Downhill Simplex Method, the program will use the
gtol value for FTOL, the tolerance described above. The DEFAULT value for the gtol is
.00001. When using the Simplex Optimizer, I would set gtol = .001 on the MASTER CON-
TROL CARD so that you don’t bog down in trying to get this Optimizer to get you very
close to an optimum.

scale = 0 or 1

This option controls whether HotzTran scales the coefficients according to the starting val-
ues or not (scale=0 it scales and and scale=1 it does not). You probably will have better luck
with setting scale=0 (the DEFAULT value). This is based on initial experiences with this
optimizer.

sigma = 0,1,2,3, or 4

This option controls whether the variance of the equation error is estimated as a VARI-
ANCE or as its STANDARD DEVIATION. (See manual for full range of options.) When
using the Downhill Simplex Minimizer, YOU MUST ALWAYS USE sigma=0,1 or 3. If the
Minimizer tries to set these equation error STANDARD DEVIATIONS to negative values,
the program will take their absolute values and proceed. In general, initial experience indi-
cates that this optimizer may have difficulty in estimating equation error standard deviations.
The user needs to be cautious when using this method on such models.

rho = 0, or 1

This option controls whether the inter-equation error correlations or covariances are, in fact,
estimated as correlations or covariances. If rho=0, they are estimated as correlations and if
rho=1, they are estimated as covariances. Always set rho=1, i.e., estimate them as covari-
ances. This is necessary because it is not possible to constrain this optimizer from trying
values for correlations outside -1 to 1. It might be advisable to initially ignore the inter-
equation error correlations and use this optimizer to get you decent starting values for the
other parameters and then use gradient methods (Steepest Descent or Fletcher-Powell) in a
subsequent run.
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When using this optimizer, the program is currently setup to deal with problems in which
the total number of parameters being estimated, both restricted and unrestricted, is less than or equal
to 700, and the number of unrestricted parameters is less than or equal to 600. If your problem ex-
ceeds this amount, you will have to make the following modifications to the HotzTran code.

(1) In the dimension statement below, set the dimension of iplace( ) to a value exceeding the num-
ber of total (restricted and unrestricted) parameters used in the problem.

(2) In the double precision statements below change the 200 and 201’s to values, k and k+1, where
k exceeds the number of unrestricted parameters in the particular problem. Also set the variable
INSIM = k in the code of the subroutines AMOEBA and SHRNK.

2.2 MASTER CONTROL CARD OPTION to Check Hotztran’s Analytic First Derivatives

Using the estimation option estima=8 and an additional option, a user can have the program
calculate numerical first derivatives along with those which have been programmed within Hotz-
Tran. This additional MASTER CONTROL CARD Option is numer. This option is particularly
useful to check analytic first derivatives provided by users with either of the two options noted
above. To check first derivatives, the user specifies the following commands:

numer = 0,1.

This integer controls whether HotzTran will printout a comparison between the program’s
gradients (which are calculated explicitly) and the gradients calculated NUMERICALLY.
This option is to be used to test whether programmed gradients (in User-supplied routines)
are correct. If numer=0, HotzTran does NOT do a test of numerical derivatives; If numer=1,
HotzTran only does a calculation of the numerical and programmed derivative, prints out
both sets of derivatives, and then stops. The DEFAULT setting is numer=0. NOTE that
when using numer=1, one should ALWAYS set:

estima=8
itera=1
scal=1
slamb= (small number, e.g., .001 or lower [slamb is the PERCENTAGE perturbation in the

parameter used to calculate the numerical deriva-
tive.]

CAUTION: If the parameter values one is using to evaluate the gradients are such that the gradients
are numerically close to zero (as would be the case if the parameters were those associated with an
optimum), one may find that some of the numerical and programmed gradients do not agree. One
may have to set slamb closer to zero (.000001) to accurately calculate numerical derivatives. Even
this may not eliminate the discrepancies, which are do to impression in numerically- evaluated gra-
dients. An alternative strategy is to change the parameter values used to evaluate the gradients
slightly so that they are not so close to zero.
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3. Known Bugs in Hotztran

1. Currently, the options within HotzTran that run Multinomial and Conditional Logits do not
work. If you need to run such models, try the packages SST or LIMDEP. Both are available on
the system.

2. The option “start=2” used with “model=probit” whenever one is using a model specification
which involves estimating a correlation (intertemporal or across equations) does not work cor-
rectly. The only starting values that are incorrect are those for such correlations; the other pa-
rameters are reasonable. The User will have to get starting get starting values for the correla-
tions (pick values close to but not exactly equal to zero) and use the “start=0” option for now.

3. On the DATA CONTROL CARD(S), always set the “print” option to a value greater than 0,
even when you don’t want descriptive statistics. For some reason, the program will not read the
data correctly unless it first calculates the descriptive statistics.






































































































































































































































































































































